Krush-EX 2012 vol.5 Live Results
Written by Sam Sattler
Saturday, 20 October 2012 22:07 - Last Updated Sunday, 21 October 2012 00:03

Krush has decided to air tonight's Krush-EX 2012 vol.5 event live on Japanese streaming site
live.nicovideo.jp.

Because of this, LiverKick will be able to bring you live results of the event, which features 70kg
Tournament Finalist Yutaro Yamauchi and 63kg standout Keiji Ozaki.

Be sure to follow myself, @SamSattler and @RianScalia for live updates on Twitter.

70kg: Yutaro Yamauchi def. KEN by 3rd round Majority Decision.

After an even two rounds, the two both went for broke in the final round, with Yamauchi getting
the better of the exchanges, especially in the last minute, to pull away in the eyes of two of the
judges and earned himself his first win in over a year. It wasn't his best performance by any
means, but KEN came out thinking upset and Yamauchi was able to get past him.

63kg: Keiji Ozaki def. Masanobu Goto by 3rd round Unanimous Decision.

The first round was even, with Goto landing to Ozaki's head and Ozaki scoring with a constant
attack of leg kicks. The second round saw Ozaki start to land with his bread and butter, spinning
techniques, and after connecting with a head kick, Ozaki was able to drop Goto with a spinning
back fist. Another spinning backfist at the end of the round gave him a 10-7 second. In the third,
Goto looked to have found his stride again, but Ozaki continued to land with spinning back kicks
to the body, ultimately getting a standing 8 before dropping Goto again with another huge
spinning back fist. Good win for the struggling Ozaki.

55kg: Takeru def. Yuya Suzuki by 2nd round TKO at 2:59.
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Takeru didn't let Suzuki do much offensively by pressuring with his own offense and dropped
Suzuki at the end of both rounds, with Suzuki unable to get up from the last knockdown.

55kg: Namito Izawa def. Yo-Hei by 2nd round TKO (leg kicks) at 1:50.

Izawa recognized in the first that Yo-hei wasn't checking leg kicks, so he kept throwing them
and nearly got a down to end the round. He finished it off in the second.

60kg: Leona Pettas def. Yoshikazu Isobe by 2nd round TKO (corner stoppage) at 0:25.

Pettas was all over Isobe in the first round and had him hurt nearly the entire round, but only
managed one knockdown. Pretty much as soon as the 2nd started, Pettas connected with some
hard shots and Isobe's corner threw in the towel.

55kg: Ryuji Horio def. Shi-mo by 3rd round Majority Decision.

46kg: Yuka def. Emi Matsushita by 3rd round Unanimous Decision.
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